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ABSTRACT

A method for maintaining a local peer group (LPG) for sup
porting communications among vehicles. The LPG is formed
from a plurality of vehicles. Each vehicle is equipped with a
wireless communications device. One of the vehicles is
selected as a group header node (GH). The method comprises

receiving periodically a heartbeat packet from the GH, the
heartbeat packet including a maximum hop count, and a
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[0007]

Therefore, a group header node must be able to

adjust LPG structural and operating parameters based upon
the change in local environmental conditions.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0008]

Accordingly, disclosed is a method for dynamically

maintaining a local peer group (LPG). The local peer group is

The present invention is related to commonly

formed from a plurality of moving vehicles. Each moving

owned, co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/585,

vehicle is equipped With a Wireless communications device.

047 ?led Oct. 23, 2006 entitled Method and Communication
Device for Routing Unicast and Multicast Messages in an

One of the plurality of moving vehicles is initially selected as

Ad-hoc Wireless Network (the ‘"047 Application”).

prises receiving periodically a heartbeat (HB) packet from the

[0001]

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to a communications
netWork in a mobile environment. More speci?cally, the
invention relates to a local peer group, a Wireless communi
cations device, a program and a method for adaptively con

trolling the local peer group and Wireless communications
device based upon local environmental and netWork condi
tions.
BACKGROUND

[0003] Mobile ad-hoc netWorks have become increasingly
important in areas Where deployment of communication
infrastructure is dif?cult. A mobile ad-hoc netWork (MA

NET) is formed by multiple moving nodes equipped With
Wireless transceivers. The mobile nodes communicate With
each other through multi-hop Wireless links. Each node
equipped With a Wireless transmission can transmit and
receive information.
[0004] One type of MANET is a vehicular ad-hoc netWork
(VANET) that refers to a mobile ad-hoc netWork designed to

provide communications among nearby vehicles and
betWeen vehicles and nearby ?xed equipment. Key perfor
mance requirements include loW latency (on the order of 100

milli-seconds) and sustained throughput (or equivalently, the
percentage of neighboring vehicles that successfully receive
Warning messages) in order to support various applications
such as collision avoidance. For example, information that is

necessary for setting up safety communications must be
exchanged in real-time, and vehicles in the groups must con
?gure themselves in real-time so that safety communication
can take place. The high mobility of uncoordinated vehicles
implies frequent change of neighbors or vehicle groups, and

a group header node (GH) from the LPG. The method com

group header, forWarding the heartbeat packet until a maxi
mum relay hop count is reached after Waiting for a ?rst

random relay delay, replying to the heartbeat packet With a

membership report packet, forWarding a membership report
(MR) packet toWards the GH and adding a moving vehicle
that submitted the membership report packet to a LPG mem
bership as a member node of the LPG if the membership
report packet is neW or updating information for a member

node already listed in the LPG membership.
[0009] The heartbeat packet includes at least the maximum
relay hop count and a heartbeat cycle period. A subset of the
heartbeat packets includes a complete membership list. The
number of heartbeat packets in the subset is adjustable. The
heartbeat cycle period is adjustable based on a number of

membership changes detected by the GH. The maximum
relay hop count is also adjustable.
[0010] The ?rst random relay delay is set to be less than a
maximum alloWable adjustable value. The maximum alloW
able adjustable value is determined by the GH. The forWard

ing of the membership report packet is delayed by a second
random delay. The second random delay is based upon the
same maximum alloWable adjustable value.
[0011] A neW GH is selected if a heartbeat packet is not

received Within period of time. The period of time is adjust
able.
[0012]

A member node is deleted from a membership list

maintained by the GH, if a membership report packet is not
received from the member node With a second period of time.
The second period of time is adjustable and is a multiple of the

heartbeat cycle period.

poses di?iculties of using support-servers (for mobility,

[0013] The membership report includes an identi?er of an
originating moving vehicle, a list of members of the LPG
Which are reachable via the originating moving vehicle, and a
hop count from the GH. The membership report is initially
broadcasted after a third delay. The third delay is calculated

address, name, media session) Within vehicle groups. These

by the originating moving vehicle. The third delay is calcu

key differences make existing mobile ad-hoc netWorking

lated based upon a Wait period and the maximum alloWable
delay. The Wait period is determined by an order of an iden

technologies (designed for other application such as tactical
ad-hoc communications) not directly applicable to vehicle

ti?er of relaying moving vehicle in a membership list in the

groups.

heartbeat packet.

[0005] The ’047 Application describes a method for orga
niZing groups of moving vehicles into a Local Peer Group
(LPG) by selecting one moving vehicle as a group header and

[0014] The method further includes controlling a time of
each adjustment or modi?cation.
[0015] The heartbeat packet can include vehicle informa

generating local routing information. The LPG is formed by

tion corresponding to the moving vehicle of the group header

transmission of control messages such as heartbeats (HB) and

and performance information, and each membership report

membership reports (MR). The HB message has been imple
mented using ?ooding mechanisms.

can include vehicle information corresponding to the moving
vehicle of the group node and performance information. The
vehicle information includes make and model of the vehicle,

[0006]

In a VANET the variance in local environmental

conditions and the change in performance of each Wireless
communication device due to the variance of the local envi
ronmental conditions are aggregated and the performance of
an LPG is signi?cantly affected.

speed, direction of travel and position and performance infor
mation includes number of packets send, relayed and
received. Each of the adjustments can be based upon the

vehicle information and performance information.
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[0016] The group header determines the maximum relay
hop count by determining a number of moving vehicles at
each hop Within the local peer group based upon the vehicle
information.
[0017] The group header uses the number of moving
vehicles at each hop and said maximum relay hop count to

determine the maximum alloWable adjustable value.
[0018] The group header uses the number of moving
vehicles at each hop and said maximum relay hop count to
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[0033] A “neighbor node” means that there is a direct Wire
less link betWeen tWo nodes. A node X is a neighbor node of
node Y if node Y can hear node X and node X can hear node
Y.
[0034] A “neighborhood” means all nodes Within one hop
of each other.
[0035] A “hop” is a number ofnodes in Which a message is

relayed. The hop count for a neighboring node is l.
[0036]

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a local peer group

determine the adjustable heartbeat cycle period. The adjust

(“LPG” 1) in accordance With the invention. The LPG 1 forms

able heartbeat cycle period is based upon a time needed to
forWard the heartbeat packet to moving vehicles at the maxi

an ad-hoc netWork. Equipped vehicles can be organiZed into
manageable groups. These groups are used to coordinate
transmission of data betWeen nodes of ad-hoc netWork. The
groups are built based upon the relative location of neighbor
ing nodes or based upon a ?xed location. The LPG 1 is the
basis for routing radio signals Within a single LPG, as Well as

mum relay hop count, broadcast a membership report packet
and forWard a membership report packet to the group header
from moving vehicles at the maximum relay hop count and a
time reserved for neW moving vehicles that are not already
member nodes of the local peer group.
[0019] Also disclosed is a program containing instructions
for executing the above-identi?ed methods. The program is
stored in a computer readable medium.

betWeen multiple LPGs.
[0037]

The siZe of a LPG 1 is controlled to avoid too many

nodes in a given LPG 1. Speci?cally, one equipped vehicle is
selected as a group header node or GH (referenced as GH 10

in FIG. 1) broadcasts a radio signal having a speci?c format,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

These and other features, bene?ts, and advantages

e. g., a heartbeat 3 00, other equipped vehicles Within the range

of the GH 10 have the ability to receive the radio signal. The
heartbeat is described in FIG. 3. The radio signal includes a
hop count or a Time-to-live (TTL) value in Which the signal is

of the present invention Will become apparent by reference to
the folloWing ?gures, With like reference numbers referring to

valid, i.e., if the signal is relayed for a hop count greater than

like structures across the vieWs, Wherein:

the speci?ed value, the node Will not join the LPG 1 or is

[0021] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary local peer group
With one group header node and multiple group members in

deleted from the LPG 1 as a group node of the LPG 1 (here
inafter a group node is referred to a GN 15). This radio signal
is called a heartbeat 300. The heartbeat 300 is periodically

accordance With the invention;
[0022] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary Wireless communi

broadcasted. The period is a heartbeat cycle. This heartbeat

cations device installed in a vehicle in accordance With the

cycle is dynamically adjustable based upon current environ

invention;

mental conditions and number of equipped vehicles, e. g.,
GNs 15 in the LPG 1. When the heartbeat cycle is increased,
the frequency of the heartbeat 10 is decreased, and vice versa.
[0038] The formation and selection of a GH and control of
an LPG 1 is described in the ’047Application Which is hereby
incorporated by reference. FIG. 1 illustrates an LPG 1 With
eight nodes, one GH 10 and seven GNs 15 (GNb-GNh). In

[0023]
[0024]

FIG. 3 illustrates a sample format for a heartbeat;
FIG. 4 illustrates a sample format for a membership

report;
[0025]

FIG. 5 illustrates a How diagram of a method of

determining a maximum alloWable delay by the group header
node according to the invention;
[0026]

FIG. 6 illustrates a How diagram of a method of

calculating a broadcasting delay for a membership report by
a group member according to an embodiment of the inven

tion;
[0027]

FIG. 7 illustrates a How diagram of a method of

modifying a heartbeat cycle according to the invention;
[0028] FIG. 8 illustrates a How diagram of a method of
changing the siZe of a local peer group according to the

invention;
[0029]

FIG. 9 illustrates a How diagram of a method for

selecting a type of heartbeat according to the invention; and
[0030]

FIG. 10 illustrates a How diagram of a method for

adjusting the HB and MR Wait time according to the inven
tion.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

another embodiment, an LPG 1 can include a roadside unit.

The roadside unit can relay data betWeen equipped vehicles or
betWeen equipped vehicles and a backbone device. Addition
ally, the roadside unit can broadcast information related to the
local environment such as roadWay information, tra?ic con

ditions, speed limits, etc. In FIG. 1, GNc, GNb, GNg and GNh
are one-hop from GH 10. GNd and GNe are tWo-hops from
GH 10. GNf is three-hops from GH 10.
[0039] A GH 10 can control the siZe of an LPG 1 by increas
ing or decreasing the maximum hop count 345 for a heartbeat
3 00. The maximum hop count 345 is included in the heartbeat
300.

[0040]

A selection of the GH 10 is dynamic. The equipped

vehicle that is the GH 10 changes over time, depending on
Whether a heartbeat 300 (Which Will be described in detail
later) is received by all GNs 15 Within the LPG 1, Within a
variable HB Wait time 340. The GH 10 periodically sends out
a heartbeat to maintain the LPG 1. GNs 15 Will set a timer to

[0031] An “equipped vehicle” is a moving vehicle With a
Wireless communication device.
[0032] A “Node” is a router Which implements the routing
protocol or method as speci?ed in the folloWing description.
For example, an equipped vehicle is a node. For the purposes
of this application, a node and equipped vehicle are inter

changeably used.

Wait for the next heartbeat 300. The timer is equal to a mul

tiple of the heartbeat cycle. The HB Wait time 340 is included
in the most recent heartbeat 300. The Wait time is adjusted by
the GH 10. This HB Wait time 340 is determined based upon
current environment conditions.
[0041] When a GN 15 receives the heartbeat 300 (i.e.,
Within the radio range of the GH 10), it Will reset a time to Wait

US 2011/0010446 A1

for the next heartbeat 300. If the heartbeat 300 is not received
within the HB wait time 340, then one of the GNs 15 that did
not receive the heartbeat 300 takes over the GH functions for
the LPG 1. The header resolution procedure is used among

competing GHs to select the winning GH.
[0042] A GH 10 maintains a list of all GNs 15 within the
LPG 1. In an embodiment, the list is ordered or sequenced by
the hop -count from GH and node identi?er. GNs 15 within the
same hop-count are ordered by node identi?er. When a GN 15
receives the heartbeat 300, the GN broadcasts a membership
report 400 (“MR”) after a delay which is equal to a de?ned

waiting period plus a random delay. The wait period is cal
culated by the GN 15. The random delay is assigned based
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section 210 can include a priori roadway information, vehicle
information and network topology infatuation. The informa
tion regarding the roadway could be obtained from road maps
and GPS coordination. The programming can occur during
installation or periodically downloaded from a home personal

computer.
[0048] The processor 205 includes at least one timing sec
tion. Alternatively, the timing section can be a separate com

ponent. The timing section provides the time interval tracking
necessary for each of the timers referred to in the described
embodiments, such as, but not limited to heartbeat cycle, HB

wait time 340, MR wait time, forwarding, broadcast and relay
delay time.

upon a maximum allowable delay 350. The GN 15 assigns the

[0049]

random delay between 0 and the maximum allowable delay
350. The maximum allowable delay 350 is included in the

location determining section (not shown) such as a GPS
device. Alternatively, the location determining section can be

heartbeat 300. The MR 400 is relayed to the GH 10. If the GH
10 does not receive a MR 400 within a wait time (MR wait
time), the GH deletes the GN corresponding to the MR from
the list. The wait time is a multiple of the heartbeat cycle. The
MR wait time is dynamically adjustable based upon the cur
rent environment conditions and stability of the LPG. The
heartbeat 300 is forwarded by each GN 15, one-hop at a time.
Similarly the MR 400 is broadcast and relayed one-hop at a
time.

external such as one located in the equipped vehicle and the
location information transmitted to the communications

[0043]

Each forwarding, broadcasting and relaying occurs

after a delay and/ or a wait period. The delay and/ or wait

period prevents two equipped vehicles in the same neighbor
hood from broadcast packets at the same time, i.e., collision.
The delays are determined by the forwarding, broadcasting
and relaying node, e.g., GNs 15. The delays are adjustable.

The communications device 200 can also include a

device 200 through a vehicle interface 230. Additionally,
other location information such as a compass direction and

speed can also be transmitted to the communications device
200 from the equipped vehicle via the vehicle interface 230.
In an embodiment, the direction and speed can be estimated
based upon a previous position estimation and time between
estimations.
[0050] A power source 225 is electrically connected to all
the components of the communications device 200 for pro
viding operational power to the components as necessary. The
communications device 200 further includes an internal clock
that maintains a clock for the device and is used as the times

tamp for all messages.

The GH determines a maximum allowable delay 350. The

[0051] The processor-executable instructions for perform

forwarding, broadcasting and relaying delays are determined

ing the described embodiments may be embedded in the

by the nodes and must be less than the maximum delay. Each
of the delays includes a random delay component. The for
warding and relay delays are random delays that are selected
to be less than the maximum allowable delay 350. The broad
casting delay is a function of the max hop count 345, number
of nodes and the maximum allowable delay 350.
[0044] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary wireless communi
cation device 200 in accordance with the invention.
[0045] An equipped vehicle includes the communications

storage section 210 in a form such as an EPROM, Flash

memory or other such non-volatile storage. Additionally, the
processor-executable instructions may be stored on a com

puter readable media such as an optical or magnetic medium.
Preferably, a user or a maintenance staff at a dealership, as

necessary, can periodically update the processor-executable
instructions in order to provide additional enhancements to
the network as they become available.
[0052] Each communications device 200 is assigned a

device 200 which can be attached to, embedded in or used in

unique identi?er to facilitate the transmission and reception

combination with the moving vehicle.

of messages over the ad-hoc network. The unique identi?er
can be any number that is uniquely assigned to the commu

[0046] The communications device 200 includes a comput
ing device or processor 205, a storage section 210, a receiver

nications device 200 so that no device within a speci?c area

215, a transmitter 220, a power source 225 and a vehicle

has the same unique identi?er. This identi?er must be

interface 230. The receiver 215 and transmitter 220 are for

assigned quickly to support immediate communication, if

providing wireless communication between nodes (include

necessary. The unique identi?er can be any unique number or
address that facilitates communication, such as a MAC
address, VIN number or IP address, the identi?er is used as
the node’s identi?er. Any equipped vehicle with the commu

the roadside unit) in a radio coverage range. While the
receiver 215 and transmitter 220 have been illustrated in as

two separate elements, the receiver 215 and transmitter 220
can be incorporated together as a transceiver.

nications device 200 can be a node of a vehicular ad-hoc

[0047] The processor 205 can be any type of control device
such as, but not limited to, a microcontroller, a microproces
sor, ASIC, FPGA or other logic device. The processor 205

network.
[0053] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of the format for the
heartbeat 300. The heartbeat 300 includes a unique identi?er
that includes both a LPG identi?er or GID 305 and the Group
Header ID 310. The group header ID 310 is the identi?er for
the GH.

provides operational control by executing instructions, which
have been programmed. A storage section 210 is electrically
coupled to the processor 205 and is in operational communi
cation with the processor 205. The storage section 210 may be

[0054]

memory modules, removable media or a combination of mul

each LPG 1. There are several possible formats for the GID

A GID 305 and the Group Header ID 310 identify

tiple storage devices, etc., and is con?gured to store the pro
cessor-executable instructions necessary for the performance
of the methods and protocols described herein. The storage

number randomly selected for the LPG 1. Alternatively, the

305. In an embodiment, the GID 305 can be an identi?cation

GID 305 can be an identi?cation number assignedbased upon
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an order of formation of the LPG. For example, the ?rst LPG
can have the GID 305 of LPG 1; the second Would be LPG 2
and so on. However, as the GH changes, the GID 305 Would
change as Well, and Would result in a node not being able to
tell if its LPG changes or just the ID for the LPG 1. On the
other hand, the GID 305 can be ?xed to the original ID When
a GH 10 leaves. However, this might lead to GID 305 dupli
cation When a single LPG splits. TWo or more groups Will
have the same GID 305. In an embodiment the GID 305 is
encoded based upon both LPG ID and GH ID numbers to

uniquely identify the LPG 1.
[0055] A GH is given a Group Header ID 310. Initially, the
GID 305 is tied to the Group Header ID 310. Therefore, the
Group Header ID 310 initially is used as a portion of the GID
305, but as the GH changes, the GID 305 changes to include
the neW Group Header ID 310. Each GH is assigned a Group
Header ID 310. The Group Header ID 310 is assigned based
upon an (public or private) IP address. As depicted in FIG. 3,
the Group Header ID 310 is an IPv6 IP address. In another
embodiment, the Group Header ID 310 can be an IPv4
address.
[0056] The heartbeat 300 also includes a sequence number
(Seq. No.) 315. The Seq. No. 315 is used to track the order of
the heartbeat to determine if a received heartbeat control
message 300 is neW or fresh. A GN 15 remembers the Seq. No
315 of the received heartbeat 300. A neW or fresh heartbeat
3 00 is indicated by a ?rst heartbeat With the next Seq. No. 315.
The sequence number 315 is also used to determine Which

heartbeat 300 should be relayed (to the next hop nodes), i.e.,
a ?rst come relay only (FCRO) strategy can be used. Only
neW (i.e., fresh) heartbeat 300 should be relayed. A node
remembers the previous sequence number and then compares
the incoming sequence number of the heartbeat to determine
if the heartbeat is neW or fresh. If the Seq. No. 315 of the
heartbeat 300 With the proper GID 305 is greater than the
currently stored sequence number, it is a neW or fresh heart

beat 300 and is then relayed When FCRO is used. The
sequence number previously stored in the GN 15 Will be
discarded and replaced With the neW Seq. No.
[0057] The heartbeat 300 further includes information

regarding the heartbeat cycle (HB period) 320. In this appli
cation, the HB period and heartbeat cycle is interchangeably
used. This period is an adjustable interval (T). The adjustment
Will be detailed later in greater detail. The HB period 320
indicates to all GNs When the next heartbeat 300 Will be
broadcast. If a GN 15 does not receive a heartbeat control

message Within the HB Wait time 340, the GN 15 Will transmit
a neW heartbeat such that a heartbeat is continuously trans

mitted. The HB Wait time 340 is also included in the heart
beat.

[0058]

If the original GH is still in the LPG 1, then header

resolution Will occur. To reduce the control overhead, the GH
can adjust the HB period 320. The adjustment can be based

upon siZe of the LPG, location, load, speed and number of
nodes Within the LPG.
[0059] The heartbeat 300 Will also include the type of heart
beat 325, e. g., heartbeat With complete group list 335, incre
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With a complete group. Every n-th heartbeat 300 includes a

complete group list, Where n is adjustable. For example, each
third heartbeat includes a complete group list. This Will
reduce the bandWidth for the average heartbeat control mes
sage. HoWever, since most of the nodes Within the LPG 1 are
moving at a rapid pace, the received group list might be stale.
In other Words, by the time the neW group list is received by a

node, several members of the group might be in another LPG
1. In another embodiment, a progressive or incremental group
list can be distributed. A group list Will only be distributed
When there is a change in the membership in the group list.
[0060] Alternatively, the type of heartbeat 300 can be a

hybrid group list update. A progressive group list can be
included in the heartbeat 300 When there is a change in mem

bership and additionally a complete group list canbe included
every n-th heartbeat. ToHb 325 Will indicate the type of heart
beat. The type of heartbeat is in?uenced by the topology
change rate of the LPG 1 and frequency of broadcast of the
heartbeat 300. As the topology change rate of an LPG 1
increases, there is a greater need for a complete group list

being included in all heartbeat. As the frequency of broadcast
of the heartbeat 300 increases, the need for a complete group
lists being included in all heartbeats decreases. The frequency
of the complete membership list is based upon the netWork
topology such as a change ratio (stability). When the topology
is stable, an incremental list is used instead of a complete list.
The overhead is reduced. When there are neW GNs 15, a

complete list is used.
[0061] The heartbeat 300 includes the hop count (HC) 330
from the GH. Initially, the HC 330 is set at a predetermined
value, e.g., 1. Every time the heartbeat control message is

relayed by a node, the relay node (GN 15) increases the HC
330 value by 1, i.e., HC:HC+1. The HC value 330 is used to
limit the LPG siZe, to indicate the staleness of the information
Within the heartbeat and to control routing of the control
messages to reduce overhead. For each LPG 1, there is a

maximum hop count for routing, e. g. 10 (max hop count 345).
For purposes of this description maximum hop count and max
hop count is the same. Once the HC is incremented to the

maximum hop count 345, the control message, e.g., the heart
beat 300 Will not be relayed. The adjustment to the maximum
hop count 345 Will be described in detail later. The maximum
hop count 345 is also included in the heartbeat.
[0062] When a node forWards the heartbeat 300 it Will
include its ID information in the message so that next hop
nodes knoW Who relayed the heartbeat 300. The node for
Warding the message also then becomes the MR relay node

(to send the MR toWards the GH) for next hop nodes, Which
received the heartbeat 300 for the ?rst time from the node.
[0063] The usage of a maximum hop count 345, HC 330

and Seq. No. 315 prevent the in?nite duplications of ?ooding
of the control message Within the LPG 1. According to one
embodiment of the present invention, When a node overhears

a ?ooding relay Whose hop count (HC) from the ?ooding
source is smaller than its oWn, the node gives up relaying the

?ooding message.

maintain a correct list of group members; hoWever, there is a

[0064] Additionally, the heartbeat 300 includes a maxi
mum alloWable delay 350. The maximum delay is the maxi
mum available delay for forWarding the heartbeat, broadcast
ing of the MR 400 and relaying the MR to the GH 10. The
maximum alloWable delay 350 is used by the GN 15 to assign
a random delay for each packet (random component for the

signi?cant amount of bandWidth needed for the heartbeat 300

delay for the broadcasting).

mental group list or no group list. The frequency that a com

plete group list is disseminated by the GH 10 is dynamically
adjustable. In one embodiment, the heartbeat 300 Will include
a complete group list in every message. Using a complete
group list is the most accurate Way to control routing and
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Generally, a heartbeat 300 triggers a Membership

stored in memory and used as the Next-hop relay ID 415 for

Report (MR) 400 from a node. The contents of the MR 400
are described in FIG. 4. Whenever a node relays an MR, the
node stores the most recent sequence number of the MR 405

the MR 400. When a node forWards a heartbeat, the node

(corresponding to the Seq. No. 315 of the BR), duplicates the
MR, replaces the next hop, and broadcasts the MR. A subse

heartbeat, as the next hop relay ID to reach the GH 10. A neW

quent heartbeat 300 is received and the Seq. No. 315 is com

pared to the stored Seq. No. of the MR. Since the delivery of
the MR automatically selects relay Nodes (as described in the

number With loWest HC.
[0070] The MR 400 also includes a “Type of MR indicator”
ToMR 420. There are tWo types of MRs: a single member and

’047 Application), comparing sequence numbers ensures that

aggregated multiple member report. A single member MR

only selected Relay Nodes deploy subsequent HB, thus

only includes an MR 400 from the originating node. An

includes its ID in the message. The receiving next hop node
Will store this ID When the node receives a neW or fresh
or fresh heartbeat 300 is the one that has a neWer sequence

reducing the amount of unnecessary control messages during

aggregated multiple member report includes the MR 400 of

HB ?ooding.

more than one node. The aggregate report can be used to
reduce the overhead and bandWidth needed for control mes

[0066] As set forth above, a heartbeat 300 includes a Group
List 335. A Group List 335 can include information regarding
the members of the LPG 1, such as the number of members in
the LPG 1, IP addresses for each member, the hop count from
the GH, and a classi?cation.
[0067]

A classi?cation can be a code that references a rela

tive direction from the GH node, e.g., uplink, doWnlink and
peer. A peer classi?cation indicates that a node is Within the
same Wireless coverage area from the GH, i.e., all of the peer
nodes have the same hop count from the GH. Up stream nodes
are determined by the heartbeat control message. DoWn
stream nodes are determined based upon a membership report

(MR). Upstream transmission represents communication

sages. One MR is sent containing multiple MRs.
[0071] Additionally, the MR 400 can include a Hop count
from the GH (HCGH) 425. (HCGH) 425 is the HC value from
the GH to the originating node of the MR. In another embodi
ment, the MR can include an accumulated membership list
430 and other additional information 435. The accumulated
membership list 430 Will include the IP address of the mem

ber of the LPG, number of members and corresponding hop
counts.

[0072] The MR 400 can be delivered or relayed to the GH
10 using a reverse path or reverse ?ooding method. A reverse

path method relays the MR 400 toWards the GH 10 using the

toWards the GH and doWnstream transmission represents

same path that Was used for relaying the heartbeat 300. When

communication aWay from the GH. This classi?cation is a

an MR 400 is relayed, the relaying node replaces the Next

relative term. Each GN 15 can classify its neighbors into three
different classes. If the membership report of another GN has
1 less hop count (HC) than the HC of the GN, the GN is an
upstream node. If the HC is the same With its oWn HC, the GN
is a peer. If the HC is 1 greater than its oWn HC, the GN is a
doWnstream node.

[0068]

FIG. 4 illustrates a membership report (MR) 400.

Hop Relay 415 With its next hop toWards the GH 10. Only the
node that has the corresponding ID relays the MR 400. This
method assumes symmetry in transmission. If asymmetry
links are present, the Reverse ?ooding method is used, i.e.
every node betWeen the originating node and the GH 10
relays the MR 400.

[0073]

The adjustments to the various times, maximum hop

An MR 400 is a control message broadcast by the GN 15 for
receipt by the GH 10. The MR 400 includes collectable rout

count 345 and membership lists, the LPG 1 can respond to the

ing information such as a membership list (member list 430),

nodes, e.g., GH 10 and GNs 15. Each adjustment or change is
inter-related. For example, the adjustment of the maximum
alloWable delay 350 is related to maximum hop count 345.An
increase in the maximum hop count 345 results in an increase
in the number of vehicles in an LPG 1 Which might decrease
the maximum alloWable delay 350 or increase the heartbeat
cycle. The GH 10 controls the adjustments, except that the
GH 10 dictates the maximum alloWable delay 350 and the
GNs 15 individually determine their oWn delay based upon
the heartbeat cycle and the maximum alloWable delay 350.
[0074] The GH 10 controls the maximum hop count 345
(max HC) to maintain a proper siZe of LPG 1. When there is
a traf?c congestion, the number of equipped vehicles, e.g.,
GNs 15 Within a radio coverage, i.e., number of nodes Within
the LPG 1, can be larger (a dense netWork) than the number of
equipped vehicles in a normal traf?c situation. In this case, the
maximum hop-count, Which controls the siZe of LPG 1
should be smaller, i.e., reduce maximum HC 345 in the heart
beat 300.

and doWnstream node identi?cations. Not all MRs 400

include the membership list. The frequency of including the
membership list 430 is adjustable based upon the stability of
the LPG 1 and number of nodes, GNs 15 and GH 10. In an
embodiment, the MR 400 includes an accumulated partial

membership list having a subset of the doWnstream node
identi?cations. Instead of relaying MR 400 back to GH 10,
the node accumulates the doWnstream member’s MR Which
Will be included in its oWn. MR. An MR 400 includes some of
the same information as the heartbeat 300: the GID 305 and

the Group Header Id 310. The MR 400 Will also include an
MR Seq. No 405. The MR Seq. No. 405 is similar to the Seq.
No 315 for the heartbeat 300 and is used to maintain order of
the MR’s. The MR. Seq. No. 405 is the MR order for one
node. Typically, the MR Seq. No. 405 has the same value With

the Seq. No. 315 of the heartbeat 300 that triggered the MR
400.

[0069] The Node ID 410 of the originating node is also
included in the MR 400, i.e., node that generated the MR. The
MR 400 also includes Next-hop relay ID 415. The Next-hop
relay ID 415 is relay instructions for the MR 400 toWards the
GH. The next hop information is determined directly from the
received heartbeat 300. When a node receives a neW or fresh

heartbeat 300, it recovers the previous relaying node’s iden
ti?cation from an IP layer and MAC layer before any mes sage

processing. The previous relaying node’s identi?cation is

channel performance, environmental changes and number of

[0075] Just prior to the expiration of the heartbeat cycle,
GH 10 monitors the number of members (number of GNs 15)
in LPG 1 and if the number is too large, reduces the maximum
hop count 345 to make the siZe of LPG 1 smaller. On the other
hand, When the number of member is too small, GH 10

increases the LPG 1 coverage by increasing maximum HC
345 in the HB. The change in the maximum hop count 345 is
triggered by a change in the number of GNs 15 in the LPG 1
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and a change in the heartbeat cycle. However, a signi?cant
change in the siZe of the LPG can cause instability in the
vehicular ad-hoc network.
[0076] The heartbeat cycle is controlled to allow the heart
beat 300 to be forwarded to the maximum number of hop

(maximum hop count 345) and the MR 400 relayed to the GH
15 from GNs at the maximum hop count 345. The heartbeat
cycle is changed based upon the network topology such as a
change ratio. A change ratio is the number of new GNs 15 in
the LPG 1 within a period of time. If no new GNs 15 join the

LPG 1, a longer heartbeat cycle is used. On the other hand, if
the change ratio indicates that many new GNs 15 have joined
the LPG 1, a shorter heartbeat cycle is used. The minimum
and maximum allowable heartbeat cycles are adjusted based
upon a balance between overhead control packets and the
staleness of information. Within the minimum and maximum
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[0082] The GH 10 estimates the time it takes for the heart
beat 3 00 and MR 400 to be relayed to the maximum hop count

345 without delay. The estimate is compared with the heart
beat cycle and the leftover amount is equally allocated. If the
estimation is larger than the maximum allowable heartbeat
cycle, either the cycle is increased or the maximum hop count
345 is decreased. The GH 10 equally divides the heartbeat
cycle into two times, one for the heartbeat 300 and other for
MR 400.

[0083]

The necessary heartbeat cycle (N_Hbcycle) is cal

culated based upon the following formula:
NiHBcycle:(m+l)*HBtxTime+[m+p2+2*p3+ . . .

+(n—l)pn]*MRtxTime+Zeta

(l)

[0084] N_HBcycle is the sub-optimal heartbeat cycle that
heartbeat 300/MR 400 exchanges without collision when
those transmissions are well coordinated can be delivered to

allowable heartbeat cycles, the actual heartbeat cycle is deter
mined to accommodate the forwarding and relaying of the

all nodes within the LPG 1.

heartbeat 300 and MR 400. The time needed will be based

ward) a heartbeat 300, m is the number of GNs 15 in LPG 1,
n is the maximum hop count 345, pi is the number of GNs 15

upon the forwarding, broadcasting and relaying delay. The
GH 10 selects a heartbeat cycle to reduce the overhead.
[0077] The heartbeat and MR wait time is controlled to
minimize any deletion of GNs that are still within the LPG 1
and a selection of a second GH when the original GH 10 is still
present. Missing a broadcast heartbeat 300 or MR 400 will
cause unnecessary new LPGs and GN 15 departure. These

“faulty” changes results in unstable operation of LPG 1 and
the result canbe devastating. A faulty GN 15 departure occurs
when a GH 10 does not receive an MR 400 within MR wait

time and the member who is responsible for the MR 400 is
still within the LPG 1. When the GN 15 does not receive a
heartbeat from a GH 10 for the heartbeat (HB) wait time 340
and GH 10 resides in the LPG coverage, a faulty GH is
selected.
[0078] HB and MR wait time control stabiliZes the struc
ture. The control assigns a longer wait-timer when there are

faulty membership changes observed. When there are faulty
member departures, the MR wait time becomes longer. When
there are faulty GH creations, a longer heartbeat wait time is
used.
[0079] The GH 10 also considers the ability to disseminate

topology changes. Longer wait timers result in slower leam
ing of topology changes. If the wait times are too long, it takes
long time to detect actual member departure (i.e. if the MR
wait time is long, GH 10 can detect GN departure after the
wait time in worst case and if the heartbeat wait time 340 is

long, GN 15 can detect the departure from its old LPG after
the wait time when it goes to no-LPG area or LPG with lower

priority.).
[0080] The maximum allowable delay 350 for the forward
ing, broadcasting and relaying is determined based upon the
siZe of the LPG maximum hop count 345 and number of GNs

in each hop, MAC performance and service quality needed
and the heartbeat cycle. The delay is calculated based upon
the collected membership information from the GNs 15.
[0081] The maximum allowable delay 350 is also dynami

cally adjustable. The delay adjustment is triggered by a low
heartbeat 300 and MR 400 delivery rate. The overall delay is
a sum of the forwarding, broadcasting and relaying delay. A
forward delay is the delay until a GN 15 relays the heartbeat
300. The broadcasting delay is the delay until a GN 15 sends
a MR 400. The relaying delay is the delay until a GN 15 relays
the MR 400.

[0085]

HBtxTime represents time required to send (or for

in i-hop from GH where l and m:p1+p2+ . . . +pn.

[0086]

m+l separate broadcasts are needed to distribute a

heartbeat 3 00. MRtxTime represents time required to send (or
relay) an MR 400, and m+p2+2*p3+ . . . +(n—l)pn transmis

sions of MRs 400 are necessary from distribute the MR. Zeta
is a time that is reserved for HB/MR separation, new mem

bers, possible topology changes and unexpected laggings
including channel waiting time.
[0087] The maximum delay (MaxARD) per each control
packet transmission is calculated using the following for
mula:
MaxARD:(HBcycle—NiHBcycle)/#CtrlPkt,

(2)

[0088] where heartbeat cycle is the current heartbeat cycle
and N_Hbcycle is de?ned by the formula (1) and #CtrlPkt is
the total number of control packets that require the delay. The
maximum delay is determines to be equal for each control
packet. If HB cycle-(HBdum?on+MRdum?on+Zeta) is nega
tive, the heartbeat cycle is increased or the maximum hop
count 345 is decreased. If HB cycle-(HBdum?on+MRdum?on+
Zeta) is close to HB cycle, the heartbeat cycle is decreased or
duration the maximum hop count 345 is increased.
[0089]

FIG. 5 illustrates a ?ow diagram of a method of

controlling the delay at the GH 10 according to the invention.
The method begins at step 500. The GH 10 is idle. A timer is

counting the heartbeat cycle time (HBcycle). At step 505, the
GH 10 determines if the current heartbeat cycle is over, i.e.,
HBcycle:0. Prior to a new heartbeat cycle, the GH 10 esti
mates the N_HBcycle based upon the formula identi?ed
above. At steps 510 and 520, the GH 10 compares the previ
ous heartbeat cycle with the N_HBcycle. At step 510, if the

previous heartbeat cycle is smaller than N_HBcycle, the GH
10 increases the heartbeat cycle (step 515-heartbeat cycle
control), i.e., process goes to step 725. The heartbeat cycle
control will be described later. At step 520, if the previous

heartbeat cycle is substantially larger than N_HBcycle, the
GH 10 determines if the heartbeat cycle control is needed, i.e.,
step 525 (decrease the cycle), i.e., process goes to step 715. If
the previous cycle is larger than N_HBcycle and not substan
tially larger, than the GH 10 calculates the maximum allow
able delay (MaxARD) based upon the above formula. At step
530, the GH 10 compares the calculated MaxARD with a

maximum delay threshold (referenced as “Max Random
Delay”). The maximum delay threshold is a parameter that
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prevents excessively long delays. The maximum delay
threshold is dynamically adjustable. The value of Max Ran
dom delay is based upon currently detected environmental
conditions such as, but not limited to, the current heartbeat

cycle, number of nodes in the LPG 1 and the topology change
ratio. The Max Random delay is small percentage of the
heartbeat cycle. The actual maximum allowable delay, which
is included in the heartbeat 300, i.e., maximum allowable
delay 350, is determined based upon a comparison with the
Max delay threshold, at step 530. If MaxARD is less than
Max Random Delay, then the maximum allowable delay 350
is assigned the MaxARD value at step 535. In FIG. 5 the
maximum allowable delay 350 is referenced as the forward

based upon the number of new GNs 15 in the LPG 1 and the
number of old GNs 15 that have left the LPG 1. New GNs 15
are added to the membership list and leaving GNs are deleted.
The determined change ratio is compared with a MIN and

MAX change ratio, at steps 705 and 710. If the determined
change ratio is greater than the MAX change ratio, the heart
beat cycle is decreased. If the determined change ratio is less
than the MIN change ratio, the heartbeat cycle is increased.
The amount of the increase or decrease is based upon a

ing delay. The actual forwarding delay for each GN 15 is
based upon the maximum allowable delay 350. Alternatively,

percentage of previous heartbeat cycle, e. g., 10%. If the
change ratio is between the MIN and MAX change ratio (no
at step 710), the GH 10 returns to an idle state (step 500).
[0096] The minimum and maximum change ratios are
dynamically adjustable based upon the current environmental
conditions such as, but not limited to, MAC performance,

if MaxARD is not less than Max Random Delay, then the

number of nodes, average number of new nodes is n previous

forwarding delay (maximum allowable delay 350) is assigned

heartbeat cycles and number of GH changes.

the Max Random Delay value at step 540. At step 545, the GH
10 broadcasts the heartbeat 300 with the maximum allowable

on topology information, i.e., shorter HB cycle. On the other

delay 350.
[0090] FIG. 6 illustrates a ?ow chart for a control method at
the GN to forward the heartbeat 300 and broadcast the MR
400. A GN 15 begins in an idle state 500. The GN 15 waits for

the heartbeat 300. At step 600, the GN 15 receives the heart
beat 600. When the heartbeat is received, the GN 15 extracts
the information from the heartbeat 300 and stores the infor
mation in the storage section 210. The GN 15 forwards, the
heartbeat 300 after delay at step 605. The GN 15 selects a

random delay between 0 and the maximum allowable delay
350. The maximum allowable delay 350 is determined
directly from the heartbeat 300.
[0091] At step 610, the GN 15 calculates the waiting period
for the broadcast delay. The GN 15 uses the maximum hop
count 345, the current hop count and the membership list to

calculate the waiting period. The waiting period is deter
mined based upon the time needed to complete the distribu
tion of the heartbeat 300 to the maximum hop count 345, e.g.,
current hop count is the number of remaining hops needed to
deliver the heartbeat 300 to the maximum hop count 345 and
the time need to relay the MR 400 back towards the GH 10,
e.g., hops needs is the current hop count to GH. The waiting

period is calculated using the following formula:
Waiting period:(pk+p(k+l)+ . . . pn)*(HBtxTirne+

(MRtxTime+Relay Delay),

(3)

[0092] k is the current hop count from GH 10 for the cal
culating GN 15. The waiting period is a worst case time

period. The broadcasting delay includes two components: the
waiting period and a random delay. The broadcasting delay is
calculated using the following formula:
broadcasting delayIWaiting period+randorn delay,

(4)

[0093] The waiting period is calculated using formula (3)
and the random delay is assign 0<random delay<maximum
allowable delay 350.
[0094]

At step 615, the GN 15 broadcasts the MR 400 after

waiting for the broadcasting delay.
[0095]

As depicted in FIG. 5, the delay determination is

interrelated to the heartbeat cycle control, e.g., delay is a
function of N_HBcycle. FIG. 7 is a ?ow chart of the control
method for adjusting the heartbeat cycle by the GH 1 0 and the
relationship of the cycle and siZe of the LPG. Prior to the
broadcasting the next heartbeat 300, the GH 10 determines a
change ratio for the LPG, at step 700. The change ratio is

[0097] Frequent topology changes require frequent updates
hand, when the topology change is infrequent, less frequent
topology information update is need, i.e., longer heartbeat
cycle, to maintain the LPG structure and unicast/multicast
routes.

[0098] At step 715, the GH 10 compares the needed heart
beat cycle, N_HBcycle with the Min heartbeat cycle. The Min
heartbeat cycle is the minimum allowable heartbeat cycle.
The Min heartbeat cycle is a threshold value the present the
heartbeat cycle from become too short. When the heartbeat
cycle is too shorter, the amount of overhead is increased
beyond an acceptable value. The performance of the LPG

when sending data is degraded. Control packets might collide
with data packets. If N_HBcycle is less than the Min heartbeat
cycle, then the GH will increase the LPG siZe by increasing
the maximum hop count 345, at step 720.
[0099] At step 725, the GH 10 compares the needed optimal

heartbeat cycle, N_HBcycle with the Max heartbeat cycle.
The Max heartbeat cycle is the maximum allowable heartbeat

cycle. The Max heartbeat cycle prevents the heartbeat cycle
from becoming too large. If the heartbeat cycle is too large,
membership information becomes stale and the routing of
data packets can fail. For example, a relaying node could
leave the LPG 1 without the other GNs 15 or GH 10 realiZing
the node left.

[0100] If N_HBcycle is greater than the Max heartbeat
cycle (at step 725), then the GH will decrease the LPG siZe by
decreasing the maximum hop count 345, at step 730.After the
siZe of the LPG is changed, change in siZe triggers the maxi
mum available delay 350 calculation and heartbeat cycle
determination in the next heartbeat cycle.
[0101] When heartbeat cycle is not long enough to allow all
of heartbeats 300 and MR 400 exchanges, GH 10 will prolong
the next heartbeat cycle until it reaches to the maximum HB
cycle at step 735. When heartbeat cycle is too long, the GH 10
shorten the next heartbeat cycle until it reaches to the mini
mum HB cycle at step 735.
[0102] After the siZe of the LPG is changed either at step
720 or 730, the GH 10 sets the next heart beat cycle to equal

N_HB cycle+Margin. The Margin accounts for the delays.
[0103] If the needed heartbeat cycle (N_HBcycle) is
between the MIN and MAX HB cycle, i.e., comparison at step
715 and 725 is NO, the GH 10 adjusts the heartbeat cycle for
the next heartbeat to N_HBcycle+a Margin, at step 735.

[0104] The heartbeat cycle control attempts to adjust the
heartbeat cycle to be longer than N_HBcycle. The margin
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value is a bias to avoid unnecessary shorter HB cycle and

change statistics and j oining members. At step 900, the GH 10

more control overhead. The margin value is dynamically

determines if a neW member has joined the LPG 1. Incremen

adjustable based upon measured performance parameters,

tal member list cannot be used at LPG forming stage. Joining
GN 15 cannot build full topology information out of incre
mental member list, i.e., full membership list. The GH 10
identi?es if any neW GN 15 joined the LPG 1 in the previous
heartbeat cycle. The GH 10 examines the membership list.

such as, but not limited to MAC channel, collisions, data

packets transmitted and received, and lost data packets. The
margin can also be based upon the number of GNs 15.

[0105]

The adjustment to the LPG siZe (maximum hop

count 345) is determined based upon the needed heartbeat
cycle, MIN and MAX heartbeat cycle and a change in the
number of GNs 15 in the LPG 1. If the heartbeat cycle cannot
be controlled to be maintained Within Max/Min value, the
siZe of LPG is adjusted. If the siZe of the LPG must be
increased, GH 10 does not have information regarding pos
sible neW members. Accordingly, the GH 10 increases the
maximum hop-count gradually, i.e., only one hop at a time.
On the other hand, GH can decrease the siZe of LPG Without
gradual decrease of hop-count because the GH 10 knoWs the
number of members in each hop from the membership list.
[0106] Additionally, When the siZe of the LPG 1 is
increased, the LPG could absorb any neighboring LPGs if the

priority of the groWing LPG is high. If the priority is loWer
then neighboring LPGs’, the siZe of LPG Would not groW

When there are no neW members, the GH 10 broadcasts the

heartbeat 300 With an incremental membership list, at step
910. When neW GNs 15join the LPG 1, the GH 10 broadcasts
a heartbeat 300 With a complete membership list. In another
embodiment, the GH 10 can determine Which list to include

using a previous cycles heartbeat reception ratio or a calcu
lated change ratio for n previous heartbeat cycles, Where n is

the number of previous cycles, “n” is adjustable.
[0111] FIG. 10 illustrates a method of controlling the HB
and MR Wait time according to the invention. The GH 10
controls the HB and MR Wait time is to reduce faulty mem

bership changes (faulty member departure and faulty neW
LPG creation) because of poor reception of heartbeat 300 or
MR 400, i.e., Wireless interference or packet collision.
[0112] When the reception rate is poor, the Wait time can be

even if the HC increases.

prolonged. On the other hand, longer Wait time sloWs doWn

[0107] FIG. 8 illustrates a method of adjusting the siZe of
the LPG according to the invention. At steps 800 and 805, the

the departure detection. In an embodiment, a default Wait time

GH 10 compares the number of GNs 15 in the LPG 1 With a
minimum and maximum number of members. The minimum

and maximum number of members is adjustable based upon
the current environment. If the number of GNs 15 is greater
than the MAX number (of members), the siZe of the LPG 1 is
decreased. The amount of the decreased is determined in step
810. The GH 10 decreases the siZe, i.e., reduces the maximum
hop count 345 at step 815. Ifthe number ofGNs 15 is less than
the MIN number (of members), the siZe of the LPG 1 is
increased, at step 820. The maximum hop count 345 is incre
mented by l. The increase is repeated until the needed heart
beat cycle is greater than MIN HB cycle. When the increase in
hop count does not increase the number of members, e.g.,
increase number of GNs, the increase is stopped. The number
of neW members for each increase is determined during each
of the next heartbeat cycles. For example, if the siZe of the
LPG 1 is increased by three, three heartbeat cycles Would be
needed, one-hop increase per cycle. The GH 10 Would evalu
ate the number of neW members and recalculate the needed

heartbeat cycle (N_HBcycle) during each cycle. The neW
needed heartbeat cycle Would be greater since the number of
members Would be larger.
[0108] If the number of GNs 15 is betWeen the MIN and

is used When the reception is good. The default time is short.
When faulty membership changes are detected, the time is
lengthened, i.e., use variable time instead of default.
[0113] One indication of a faulty membership change is a
frequent member departure/join of a GN 15 in the middle
region of LPG 1.
[0114] At step 1000, the GH 10 determines LPG statistics.
The LPG statistics include number of GH changes and num

ber of members re-joining the LPG 1. At steps 1005, 1010,
1015 and 1020, the GH 10 evaluates the statistics for stability
or fault. Steps 1005 and 1010 evaluate the statistics relating to
the GH changes and steps 1015 and 1020 evaluate the statis
tics relating to the number of members re-joining the LPG 1.
[0115] If the GH 10 determines, at step 1005 that the num
ber of GHs changes, Which is indicative of a faulty GH, the
HB Wait time 340 is increased at step 1025. If there is no

change in GH, the GH statistics (at step 1010) indicate that the
LPG is stable, the GH 10 Will determine if the HB Wait time
340 is greater than the default minimum value, at step 1030.
The GH 10 compares the current HB Wait time 340 With the
default Wait time, i.e., minimum Wait time. If the current HB
Wait time 340 is larger than the default Wait time, the current
HB Wait time 340 is decreased at step 1035. If the current HB
Wait time 340 is equal to the default Wait time, the time is

MAX number, the LPG 1 siZe remains the same and the GH
proceeds to an idle state at step 500.

unchanged.

[0109]

ber of re-joining members is signi?cantly greater than Zero,

If the siZe control is triggered by the heartbeat cycle

[0116]

If the GH 10 determines, at step 1015 that the num

control, the process begins at either step 810 or 820.

Which is indicative of a faulty deletion of a member, the MR

[0110]

The member list in the heartbeat 300 is the major contributor
for the large siZe of heartbeat 300. As depicted in FIG. 9, the
decision regarding Whether to include a complete member

Wait time is increased at step 1 040. If the number of re-j oining
members is Zero, the LPG is stable, and the GH 10 Will
determine if the MR Wait time is greater than the default
minimum value, at step 1045. The GH 10 compares the cur
rent MR Wait time With the default Wait time, i.e., minimum
Wait time. If the current MR Wait time is larger than the default
Wait time, the current MR Wait time is decreased at step 1050.
If the current MR Wait time is equal to the default Wait time,
the time is unchanged. Each increase or decrease is by l

ship list verses an incremental member list is based upon the

heartbeat cycle.

FIG. 9 illustrates a How chart for a method of deter

mining the type of heartbeat 300 that the GH 10 Will broad
cast. The heartbeat 300 can include either a complete mem

bership

list

or

an

incremental

(partial/differential)

membership list. The incremental (differential) member list
advertisement reduces the siZe of heartbeat 300 signi?cantly.

stability of the netWork topology. GH 10 decides ether incre

[0117]

mental or full (regular) member list based on the topology

ence to a particular exemplary embodiment. Certain alter

The invention has been described herein With refer
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ations and modi?cations may be apparent to those skilled in
the art, Without departing from the scope of the invention. The
exemplary embodiments are meant to be illustrative, not lim

iting of the scope of the invention, Which is de?ned by the

appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A method for maintaining a local peer group, said local

peer group being formed from a plurality of moving vehicles,
each equipped With a Wireless communications device, one of
the plurality of moving vehicles is selected as a group header

node (GH) the method comprising:
receiving periodically a heartbeat packet from the GH, the
heartbeat packet including a maximum relay hop count
and a heartbeat cycle period;

forwarding the heartbeat packet until the maximum relay
hop count is reached after Waiting for a ?rst random

relay delay, said ?rst random relay delay is set to be less
than a maximum alloWable adjustable value;
replying to the heartbeat packet With a membership report

packet;
forwarding a membership report packet toWards the GH;
and

adding a moving vehicle that submitted the membership
report packet to a local peer group membership as a

member node of the local peer group if the membership
report packet is neW or updating information for a mem

ber node.

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said maxi
mum alloWable adjustable value is determined by the GH.
3. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said forWard
ing of the membership report packet is delayed by a second

random relay delay, said second random relay delay is based
upon the maximum alloWable adjustable value.
4. The method according to claim 3, further comprising:
selecting a neW group header node if a heartbeat packet is
not received Within a period of time.

5. The method according to claim 4, Wherein said period of
time is adjustable.
6. The method according to claim 3, further comprising
deleting a member node from a membership list main

tained by the GH, if a membership report packet is not
received from the member node With a second period of
time.
7. The method according to claim 6, Wherein said second
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13. The method according to claim 12, Wherein said third
delay is calculated based upon a Wait period and the maxi
mum alloWable adjustable value.
14. The method according to claim 12, Wherein the Wait
period is determined by an order of an identi?er of originating
moving vehicle in a membership list in the heartbeat packet.
15. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
transmitting a membership report packet from each mem

ber node, said membership report packet includes an
identi?er of an originating moving vehicle, members of
the local peer group and a hop count, each of said mem

bership report packets is transmitted after a second
delay, said second delay is calculated based upon a Wait
period and a random Wait time, said random Wait time is
less than the maximum alloWable adjustable value, said
Wait period is based upon the maximum relay hop count;
relaying said membership report toWards the selected GH
after a third random delay, said third random delay is less
than the maximum alloWable adjustable value;
selecting a neW group header node if a heartbeat packet is

not received Within a period of time, said period of time

being adjustable;
deleting a member node from the local peer group mem

bership if a membership report packet is not received
from the member node Within a number of heartbeat

cycles Where the number is adjustable; and
controlling a time of each adjustment and Wherein said

maximum relay hop count and heartbeat cycle period is

adjustable.
16. The method according to claim 15, Wherein said heart

beat packet further includes vehicle information correspond
ing to the moving vehicle of the GH and performance infor
mation, and Wherein each of said membership report packets
further includes vehicle information corresponding to the
moving vehicle of the member node and performance infor
mation.
17. The method according to claim 16, Wherein said
vehicle information includes make and model of the vehicle,

speed, direction of travel and position and performance infor
mation includes number of packets send, relayed and
received.
18. The method according to claim 1 6, Wherein each of said

adjusting is based upon the vehicle information and perfor
mance information.

10. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said heart
beat cycle period is adjustable based on a number of mem

19. The method according to claim 17, Wherein said GH
determines a number of moving vehicles at each hop Within
the local peer group based upon the vehicle information and
Wherein said maximum relay hop count is determined based
at least upon the number of moving vehicles at each hop.
20. The method according to claim 19, Wherein said GH
uses the number of moving vehicles at each hop and said
maximum relay hop count to determine the maximum alloW

bership changes detected by the GH.

able adjustable value.

11. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said maxi
mum relay hop count is adjustable.

21. The method according to claim 19, Wherein said GH
uses the number of moving vehicles at each hop and said

12. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said mem
bership report packet includes an identi?er of an originating
moving vehicle, a list of members of the local peer group
Which are reachable via the originating moving vehicle, and a
hop count from the G11, each of the membership report
packet is broadcast after a third delay, said third delay is

maximum relay hop count to determine the adjustable heart

mum relay hop count, broadcast a membership report packet

calculated by the originating moving vehicle.

and forWard a membership report packet to the GH from

period of time is adjustable and is a multiple of the heartbeat

cycle period.
8. The method according to claim 1, Wherein a sub set of the

heartbeat packet includes a complete membership list.
9. The method according to claim 8, Wherein a number of

heartbeat packets in the subset is adjustable.

beat cycle period.
22. The method according to claim 21, Wherein said adjust
able heartbeat cycle period is based upon a time needed to
forWard the heartbeat packet to moving vehicles at the maxi
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moving vehicles at the maximum relay hop count and a time
reserved for neW moving vehicles that are not already mem
ber nodes of the local peer group.

23. A computer readable medium storing a computer read
able program of instructions for execution by a computer, the
instruction causing the computer to perform a method of
maintaining a local peer group, said local peer group being
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forwarding the heartbeat packet until the maximum relay
hop count is reached after Waiting for a ?rst random

relay delay, said ?rst random relay delay is set to be less
than a maximum alloWable adjustable value;
replying to the heartbeat packet With a membership report

packet;
forwarding a membership report packet toWards the GH;
and

formed from a plurality of moving vehicles, each equipped

adding a moving vehicle that submitted the membership

With a Wireless communications device, one of the plurality
of moving vehicles is selected as a group header node (GH),

report packet to a local peer group membership as a

the method comprising:
receiving periodically a heartbeat packet from the GH, the
heartbeat packet including a maximum relay hop count
and a heartbeat cycle period;

ber node.

member node of the local peer group if the membership
report packet is neW or updating information for a mem

